
Cryptography Challenge #1

It is the year 2025 – you have graduated from secondary school and you are now an officer in 
Tanzania’s military. Recently, a group of armed Somalian pirates have been climbing aboard Tanzanian 
merchant ships off the coast of Zanzibar, stealing products and millions of shillings. The Tanzanian 
military has been trying to find and imprison these pirates, but the messages the pirates use to 
communicate with each other appear to be random letters and numbers that don’t make any sense. Your
senior officer believes that the pirates are encrypting their messages so that Tanzania’s military can’t 
understand them. Knowing that you have learned about computer programming, he comes to you for 
help. Luckily, he also has a copy of the Python program that the pirates are using to communicate with 
each other:

# This function encrypts a secret message with our secret key, which is known only to us pirates.
def encrypt(secret_message, key):
    assert len(key) == len(secret_message) # Message and key must be same length
    return [chr(ord(a) ^ ord(b)) for a, b in zip(secret_message, key)]

# This function decrypts a secret message that us pirates have already encrypted.
def decrypt(encrypted_message, key):
    assert len(key) == len(encrypted_message) # Message and key must be same length
    return [chr(ord(a) ^ ord(b)) for a, b in zip(encrypted_message, key)]

secret_key = 'THIS:kEY~ISaSECRET:'
secret_location = '                   '

# Let's encrypt our secret location so only us pirates can know our current hiding place:
encrypted_location = encrypt(secret_location, secret_key)
print "Our encrypted location is: %s" % encrypted_location

# Only our pirate friends who know the secret key can decrypt our encrypted location:
decrypted_location = decrypt(encrypted_location, secret_key)
print "Our decrypted location is: %s" % decrypted_location

The good news is that their secret key is clearly visible to you above: it’s the string 
‘THIS:kEY~ISaSECRET:’ The bad news is that the pirates’ latest secret location is blacked out. Your 
senior officer only has their latest encrypted location:
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You need some way to decrypt this in order to find out the pirates’ real location. Looking at the 
encrypt(secret_message, key) Python function above, you can see that the pirates are hiding their 
locations by XORing the ASCII characters of their secret messages with the ASCII characters of their 
secret key. To un-hide each others’ location, the pirates are using the decrypt(encrypted_message, key) 
Python function above, which XORs the ASCII characters of their encrypted messages with the ASCII 
characters of their secret key.

You have the pirates’ secret key and their latest encrypted message - and by looking at their Python 
code, you know that XORing those two together will give you the decryption of their latest secret 
location. Compute that XOR yourself by filling in the table on the next page. A few computations have 
already been done for you. As you work , you will need to convert ASCII characters to decimal 
numbers, and decimal numbers back to ASCII characters – use the table on the third page to help you.

When you’re finished filling out the table, the right-most column of the table will contain the pirates’ 
latest secret location. Bring your work to your ICT Practical instructor, and he will show you how to 
use the Internet to see where the pirates are located on a satellite map. Be careful when computing the 
XORs – a single mistake will give you the wrong location, and Tanzania wants to put those pirates in 
prison before they change their location again.
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